
 

For volunteers and others who visit evacuation areas 

 

○Volunteers shouldn’t cause trouble for the locals. There is no meal service or hotels prepared for the volunteers. 

You cannot plan on there being hotels available. Find a place or be prepared to sleep in your vehicle. 

Food, place to stay and transportation to the disaster site will be 100% your responsibility. 

Finding rental cars and fuel is a problem and volunteers are expected to give priority to the locals. In the disaster 

area, gas are often unavailable. 

 

○It is strongly recommended that you get Voluntary Workers insurance. If you don’t have one, you might not be 

able to volunteer. 

 

○As conditions for accepting volunteers differ from one center to the other, applicants are advised to check the 

latest information on relevant websites such as local volunteer centers or local social welfare council. 

(Current situation of accepting volunteers) 

・Taku-city（Taku-shi）・・・Accepting both IN-Saga pref. and OUT-of-pref. volunteers 

・Ogi-city（Ogi-shi）・・・Accepting Ogi city-residents volunteers ONLY 

・Takeo-city（Takeo-shi）・・・Accepting IN-Saga pref. volunteers ONLY  

 

○Evacuation shelters have limited space for sleeping and daily living, and there is often poor ventilation and a lack 

of fresh air. Also, there is not enough water to wash hands or gargle and insufficient masks for everyone in the 

shelter. So it is difficult for the people living in shelters to keep themselves clean. In such circumstances, it is very 

important not to bring viruses and bacteria from the outside to evacuation shelters. Infections such as influenza do 

not occur by themselves; they spread due to people carrying an outside virus. Therefore, it is important for 

volunteers and others visiting evacuation shelters to take extra care with their health by wearing a mask and using 

sterilizing gel on their hands. In this way, it is possible to prevent bringing bacteria from the outside to evacuation 

shelters. 

 

 

 

【Additional information】 

 

※Things to Consider  

 

 

①   

Volunteers shouldn’t cause trouble for the locals. There is no meal service or hotels prepared for the volunteers. 

You cannot plan on there being hotels available. Find a place or be prepared to sleep in your vehicle. 

Food, place to stay and transportation to the disaster site will be 100% your responsibility. 

Finding rental cars and fuel is a problem and volunteers are expected to give priority to the locals. In the 

disaster area, gas are often unavailable. 

 



 

 

②It is strongly recommended that you get Voluntary Workers insurance. If you don’t have one, you might not be 

able to volunteer. 

 

③As conditions for accepting volunteers differ from one center to the other, applicants are advised 

to check the latest information on relevant websites such as local volunteer centers or local social 

welfare council. 

 

 

(Current situation of accepting volunteers) 

・Taku-city（Taku-shi）・・・Accepting both IN-Saga pref. and OUT-of-pref. volunteers 

・Ogi-city（Ogi-shi）・・・Accepting Ogi city-residents volunteers ONLY 

・Takeo-city（Takeo-shi）・・・Accepting IN-Saga pref. volunteers ONLY  

 


